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Hanag$m*iU of Turkish and other OrUniai BOXDS, with a conclusive
discussion of the peculiar oriental release by means of a thumb ring, and
a series of well-authenticated statistics of famous shots. A totter
(pp. 22-8) to the author's ancestor, Sir Thorn a* Falkland, describes from
eje-witness the archery of the oelebrated Mahmnd Effendi in 1796. The
bibliography on p. 41 ff. and some of the oth«r references would hare
boon Miore useful if they had been fuller and more precise. J. L. M.

Derimv* lunius BnUu$ Aibinu* ; a Historical Study, by Bernard
Camillufl Bondurant (Chicago: UniTersity Press, 1007), is a doctoral
dissertation. An interesting account of American digaertations will be
found in the Classical Quarterly, L 2, 3 (1907), from the pen of Mr.
W. A. Heidel, followed by a list of forty-six which have appeared in the
field of cbwpQfti philology during the last five year*. Dr. Bondurant
begins by giving an analysis of the toxt; then comet a list of dates of
important events connected with the career of Decimal Brutus after the
death of Oaeaar—Le. from 16 March 44 B.C. to September 48 B.O.—
followed by a selected list of booki, articles, and dissertations, while at
the end of the work there is a good indox of proper names. The work
itself ij a careful study oF the period, discussing the many difficulties
which arise with ingenuity and ability, if not always convincingly. Dr.
Bondurant's personal affection for Brutus has distinctly injured his
critical faculty, and impelled him to accept all the statement* hi the
ancient writen which make against Oaeear, while he reject! the equally
sound or equally baseless statements which make against his hero. But
after all, this does not detract from the usefulness of his work, more par-
ticularly as his view of Decimos Brutus Is much nearer the troth than
that held, for example, by Groebe, for the treatise will be valued by
students of this period, on account of the scholarly care with which the
authorities are given for every statement. W. A. G.

The collection of I Dxplomi di Outdo * di Lamberto, issued by the
Istituto Storico IUliaoo (Borne, 1906), is edited by Sign or Luigi
Schiaparelli, whose excellent Tolome of the documents of the emperor
Berengar we noticed two years ago (voL xx. p. 828). The present work
follows the same plan and is marked by the same accuracy and diplo-
matic skilL For a detailed study of the chanc*ry system of ths time we
hare to refer to Professor Schiaparfllti'i treatise on the documents of tho
reigns of Guy and Lambert, which appeared in the BulUUino of the
Institute for 1905 (no. 26). It is only now and then that tho editor's
solution of the many chronological puxiles presented by the text fails to
convince us. For example, while rightly holding that the 'Greek'
indiction (of 1 September) was that in general uso he admits the
1 Roman' induction (of 26 December or 1 January) in three cases. In
the first of these instances (Guy, no. 8), which is presorred only in a
transcript, wo hare an impossible combination of dates : 20 December
888, Indiction 8, with the regnal year 2. Professor Schiaparelli therefor*
changes 888 to 890, which accords with the regnal year and the Roman
indietion. On paleographioal grounds however it is very hard to
explain Dcccnxxxvm as a misreading .of DCOOLIIXI ; it is much more


